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KERN RS-232/WLAN adapter: High-quality
adapter for wireless connection of scales, force

gauges, etc. with RS-232 interface to WLAN-
capable devices such as tablets, laptops,

smartphones, etc.

Price on
request

plus VAT &
Shipping
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Description

High-quality adapter for wireless connection of scales, force gauges, etc. with RS-232 interface to WLAN-
capable devices such as tablets, laptops, smartphones, etc. In this way, the weighing data can be transferred
wirelessly from one or more scales to a WLAN device or to a network in the event of spatial separation or long
distance (corresponding software on WLAN device required, not included in the scope of delivery). The adapter
enables direct integration of measuring devices into most company networks, with automatic configuration via
DHCP or static IP assignment. Access to the current measurement data is possible from the entire network at
any time without having to lay additional cables. The adapter supports multiple configuration options via the
included administration software or via web interface. The included driver allows access to the measuring
device with existing, non-network applications via a virtual COM port. Compatible with KERN Software Balance
Connection. The adapter also has an Ethernet interface for a wired connection to an IP-based Ethernet network.
Thanks to the screw terminals, the power connection can be realized individually via single wires or via the
robust, screwed power supply connection. Wide input voltage range from 12V - 8V. Suitable for wall and DIN rail
mounting or free standing. Compatible with KERN BalanceConnection software
Note: To connect to your network it is essential to have information from your network administrator, with whom
you should discuss the integration of your device before ordering.

Additional Information

No. KP-5626

Manufacturer (Brand) KERN

VGKL number 105839503

EAN 4058072151102

Transport temperature Room temperature

Manufacturer CORE
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